Nashville State Community College

Veteran Graduates

2020-21

Harold Bryant
Wyatt Burnett
Jonathan Cao
Matthew Cassford
Lena Castillo
Fredi Clarke
Miguel Collazo Milam
Patricia Cunningham
Sean Davis
Nicholas DiLeo
Stacey Drake
Kelsey Ebright
Tekla Temple*
Madelyn Ewing
Thomas Ferrigno
Amy Fuqua
Helene Gattie
Jennifer Gordon
Matthew Gruizinga
Jeremy Howarth
Teresa Hutton
Nicholas Lanni
Brett Lartigau
Scottie McLean
Joseph Moncrief

Joe Moore
Daniel Noriega Cruz
Marcus Obeada
Thomas Osoro
Jeffrey Pead
Lorenzo Preston
Harrison Rivera
Joseph Saavedra
Shanice Sesselmann-ONeal
Christi Shivler
Lance Stover
Gregory Summers
Joseph VanTrease
Taylor Vickers
Heather Wagers
Joey Washington
Tion Watkins
Kelsi Wieringa
Yolanda Williams

*Awarded Posthumously

Note: Nashville State 2020 and 2021 graduates who used VA education benefits, such as the GI Bill®. This list is exclusive of other military-related benefits like Go Army Ed, MyCAA and TN Strong.